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ABSTRACT
Data exploration is seeing a renewed interest in our community.
With the rise of big data analytics, this area is growing to encompass not only approaches and algorithms to find the next best data
items to explore but also interactivity, i.e. accounting for feedback
from the data scientist during the exploration. Interactivity is essential to account for evolving needs during the exploration and
also customize the discovery process. In this tutorial, we focus on
the interactive exploration of Composite Items (CIs).
CIs address complex information needs and are prevalent in
online shopping where products are bundled together to provide
discounts, in travel itinerary recommendation where points of interest in a city are combined into a single travel package, and task
assignment in crowdsourcing where persoalized micro-tasks are
composed and recommended to workers. CI formation is usually
expressed as a constrained optimization problem. For instance,
in online shopping, package retrieval can retrieve the cheapest
smartphones (optimization objective) with compatible accessories
(constraints). Similarly, a city tour must be the most popular and
conform to a total time and cost budget. A data scientist interested in exploring a variety of CIs has to repeatedly reformulate
optimization problems with new constraints and objectives. In
this tutorial, we investigate the applicability of interactive data
exploration approaches to CI formation.
We will first review CI applications and shapes (15mn). We
then discuss three big research questions 60mn): (i) algorithms for
CI formation, (ii) modes of exploration for CIs, and (iii) human-inthe-loop CIs. We will conclude with research directions (15mn).
The proposed tutorial is timely. It brings together several related efforts and addresses unsolved questions in the emerging
area of human-in-the-loop exploration of complex information
needs. The tutorial is relevant to the general area of data science
and more specifically to Scalable Analytics, Data Mining, Clustering and Knowledge Discovery, Indexing, Query Processing
and Optimization, and Crowdsourcing. The technical topics covered are constrained optimization, ranking semantics, clustering,
algorithms, and empirical evaluations.

Figure 1: A Star CI

Figure 2: A Chain CI

1.2

1 OUTLINE AND SCOPE
1.1 Scope

1.2.2 Research Questions: (60mn). As our tutorial topic
is building and exploring CIs interactively, the second part of
the tutorial is organized into three big research questions: (i) algorithms for CI retrieval, (ii) how data exploration is typically
done for large-scale datasets and its applicability to exploring
CIs, and (iii) what types of user interactivity are common and
their applicability to building and exploring CIs interactively. For
each question, we will review the state of the art and discuss new
research challenges.

The tutorial targets theoreticians and practitioners interested in the
development of data science applications. It should be of particular
interest to an audience who wants to learn about how different
domains, such as product recommendation, scientific simulation,
or team formation in the social sciences, have been developing
their “siloed” definitions of CIs. Tutorial attendees are expected
to have basic knowledge in algorithms and data management.
Knowledge in constrained optimization is not necessary.

Research Question 1: CI Retrieval (20mn). Different CI shapes
require the specification of different constraints and optimizations, thereby leading to a no “one-size-fits-all" CI definition. We
will discuss why and how the nuances of data, such as type heterogeneity, dimensionality, distribution, or even storage, impact
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Outline

1.2.1 CI Applications and Shapes (15mn). We will begin
the tutorial by providing example applications that justify the need
for Composite Items (CIs). This part will gather those examples
and attempt to unify them. Figures 1, 2, 3 show the many shapes
CIs can take in shopping (star shape, where satellite items must
be compatible with a central item), traveling (chain shape, where
an item must be geographically close to its preceding item), and
dining (where items are jointly co-reviewed by the same people),
respectively.
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Figure 4: Recommending Satellite Items
Figure 3: A Snowflake CI
Research Question 3: Human-in-the-Loop CIs (20mn). The
third challenge is how to incorporate human-in-the-loop effectively to enable interactive data exploration.
We will first discuss different types of interactivity that a user
is allowed to provide, ranging from binary responses to capturing
implicit actions. We will do that in the context of different contexts
such as crowdsourcing, recommender systems, experiment design,
or machine learning applications that require supervised samples
for training models. In conjunction, we will discuss different types
of users, such as naive users or domain experts, and investigate
what types of challenges, such as expressivity of interaction, bias,
and real-time interactions, they incur. We will examine how these
questions can be revisited in the context of building CIs and review
preliminary work on satellite item recommendation [7, 20] (also
see Figure 4), and on adding or deleting specific items in CIs [24]
(also see Figure 5). An additional challenge when interacting with
CIs is the visual layout. Unlike “flat” items, aiding users in their
interactions with CIs, via recommendations or maps for instance,
is necessary for a full-fledged exploration.
In a second part, we will describe other types of feedback
that are rather non-traditional and only discussed in recent work,
such as feedback on metadata rather than on the entire object.
We will discuss how such feedback is processed for answering
queries, feature selection, or feature engineering in the data science pipeline [10, 17, 32]. We will describe our vision on hybrid
approaches that discuss how to leverage sophisticated yet limited
human feedback in the computational loop and show their utility
for CIs.

the semantics and performance of building different shapes of
CIs. For example, the type of aggregation that a climatologist
seeks to build a CI that reflects a meaningful “climate model”
is significantly different from that of a retail business manager
who packages compatible items for product recommendation, or
from a crowdsourcing platform that bundles diverse micro-tasks
to address workers’ bordedom. Using these applications, we will
present scenarios where exploration of CIs and interactivity are
essential. For instance, in the domain of experiment design, we
will show the necessity of leveraging feedback from domain scientists to select a different set of parameters that appropriately
capture a scientific simulation process, and represent it as a CI. In
the travel world, we will argue that interactivity helps refine one’s
partial needs and build personalized packages [20, 24]. Similarly,
in crowdsourcing, a CI may represent a bundle of diverse tasks
that are more exciting to workers than a ranked list of tasks [4].
Research Question 2: CI Exploration (20mn). The aim of this
part is to bridge the gap between exploration in emerging data
science applications and exploring structured data, and discuss
how that can serve CI exploration.
We will first describe approaches that are popularly used among
data scientists to explore large-scale datasets. Such data exploration techniques lack well-defined objectives and are mostly done
following a trial-and-error approach. Consequently, most of the
visualization-based data exploration techniques that data scientists
popularly use are ad-hoc and unprincipled.
After that we will discuss data exploration techniques that are
more principled and investigated in conjunction with structured
databases, especially considering a user input, in the form of
queries, example data, or data distributions. Some notable examples in that space relate to faceted search and query expansion
techniques [8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 21, 29, 30]. We will also discuss some recent work that investigates exploration and visualization techniques intended to assist users by looking for similar
data distributions [5, 22, 23, 26] or in an example-driven exploration [15, 19]. We will argue why these techniques are not directly
applicable to CI exploration.
Finally, we will discuss why CI exploration needs to go beyond
existing techniques and rely on optimization-guided data exploration as in [18]. We will pose open problems and computational
challenges in designing appropriate solutions for exploring CIs.

1.3

Research Challenges: (15mn)

In this last part of the tutorial, we will summarize and brainstorm
our overarching framework to enable optimization-guided data
exploration techniques that enable a human-in-the-loop approach.
We will discuss what types of applications it will support and
conclude by outlining some major challenges in combining CI
exploration and interactive CIs.

1.4

Overlap with Previously Presented Tutorials

In WWW 2015, the authors presented a tutorial on composite
items in the context of complex crowdsourcing [1]. This tutorial
will have a very small overlap with that tutorial in the part that
reviews various CI definitions. Other than that, the content of this
tutorial was not presented before.
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Figure 5: CIs on a Map
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